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Abstract: This paper investigates the driving torque control method for the dual-motor powertrain
in electric vehicles (EVs) to achieve the performance of accurate vehicle speed tracking, seamless
driving mode shift, and high energy efficiency. The configuration of the dual-motor powertrain is
based on the parallel axle transmission structure, which does not contain any clutch or synchronizer.
The powertrain provides three driving modes that are two single-motor driving modes and one
dual-motor combined driving mode. A detailed dynamic model of the dual-motor powertrain is
built to simulate the dynamic response of an EV. An energy management strategy (EMS) is used
to select the driving mode and determine the ideal driving torque of two motors. The dynamic
control strategy tries to track the ideal vehicle speed when uncertain parameters existed and avoid
power interruption or impact during the mode shift. Three dynamic control strategies are proposed,
which are the backward dynamic control strategy (BDCS), combined forward and backward dynamic
control strategy (CFBDCS), and nested forward and backward dynamic control strategy (NFBDCS).
The simulation results demonstrate that the NFBDCS has the best comprehensive performance in
vehicle speed tracking, seamless mode shift, and good system energy efficiency.

Keywords: electric vehicles; dual-motor powertrain; torque control; seamless mode shift

1. Introduction

EVs have some new features and challenges, from energy and torque management to
vehicle dynamics and control [1,2]. Among these challenges, the driving range limitation of
EVs is the largest obstacle to their popularization. Introducing the multi-speed transmission
or dual-motor layout into the powertrains of EVs can effectively improve the overall energy
efficiency of EVs, which increases the driving range of EVs. At the same time, the higher
energy efficiency leads to lower electric energy consumption and then contributes to the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, it is quite necessary to research the new
powertrains for EVs.

Most EV powertrains use the configuration of a single motor with a one-speed trans-
mission because of the high performance of electric motors. Electric motors can provide a
constant torque from zero to base speed, and they can also achieve very high rotational
speed, e.g., higher than 12,000 rpm. As a result, the single motor with a one-speed trans-
mission can satisfy the demands of dynamic performance [3–5]. At the same time, this
configuration represents a reduction of the drivetrain mass, volume, losses and cost, so
it represents a cost-effective solution [6]. However, the power of the motor needs to be
large enough to satisfy the dynamic performance requirement, which increases energy
consumption. On the other hand, the one-speed transmission usually makes the motor
work with low efficiency when the working conditions change, which further lowers the
overall working efficiency of the motor so that the energy consumption increases.

Two types of powertrains are presented to improve the dynamic and economic per-
formance of EVs, where the first type is the single motor with multi speed transmission,
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and the other type is the dual-motor powertrain. By replacing the one-speed transmis-
sion with a multi speed transmission, the dynamic performance of EVs can be improved,
and this enables the motor to work in the high-efficiency regions, which improves the
overall efficiency of the powertrain. Different types of multi-speed transmission equipped
in EVs have been studied, including the continuously variable transmission (CVT) [7,8],
automated manual transmission (AMT) [9,10], dual-clutch transmission (DCT) [11], and
automatic transmission (AT) [12–14]. For the dual-motor powertrains, two downsized
motors are used to replace the original single large-size motor. In this case, the torque
utilization factor of the driving motor can be increased, and potentially the operating
efficiency along driving cycles can be improved [15]. The dual-motor powertrains [16]
can be realized with speed coupling or torque coupling mechanisms, which were termed
in [17] as dual motor with planetary gear transmission (DMPGT) and dual motor with
parallel axle transmission (DMPAT), respectively, or the combination of two coupling
strategies, termed as compound dual-motor powertrain (CDMP) in [16,18,19]. The CDMP
combines the priorities of the DMPGT and DMPAT to realize more driving modes, so it can
improve the dynamic and economic performance of EVs further, but its configuration is
more complicated. Hong et al. [20,21] proposed a new Simpson planetary gearset based
dual-motor powertrain (SPGDMP), which can provide more driving modes, including four
single-motor driving modes and two dual-motor driving modes, so it has higher dynamic
and economic performance. More detailed configurations of dual-motor powertrains can
be referred to in [22,23].

The gear shift or mode shift is an unavoidable operation in multi-speed transmissions
and dual-motor powertrains. The dynamic control strategy during the gear shift and
mode shift is quite important, otherwise a power interruption or large jerk may occur,
which lowers the driving comfortability. To avoid this power interruption in the AMT,
Sorniotti et al. [3] proposed a novel two-speed AMT, and a similar configuration was
also proposed in [24,25]. Because the clutch is located at the rear of the transmission
in the new layout of the two-speed AMT, it can realize a seamless gear shift through
suitable control of the driving motor and actuation of the clutch. Three alternative gearshift
control systems were outlined by [3], with particular reference to the typical characteristics
of electric powertrains, which required particular control algorithms for the seamless
management of the upshifts. Hu et al. [26] investigated the effects of the shift control
parameters of the synchronizer, including the gear shifting force, relative speed difference,
and relative rotation angle, in clutchless AMTs on shifting impact. Tian et al. [27] combined
the synchronizer with a planetary gear to propose a new two-speed transmission used in
EVs. Polynomials with different order were employed to formulate the motor torque and
speed trajectories. Besides the traditional synchronizer, Mo et al. [28] investigated a new
Harpon shift synchronizer-based AMT in EVs, in which a spring force is used to replace the
friction force in traditional synchronizers to implement the speed synchronization process.
Although the new synchronizers and control methods can reduce the gear shift time or
vehicle jerk, the power interruption cannot be avoided due to the limitation of the principle
of the AMT. To avoid the power interruption, the AT and DCT are used widely.

Roozegar et al. [29] developed a gear shifting control scheme for the two-speed AT
in EVs. A two-phase control was proposed for shifting between each of the two gear
ratios, which guaranteed a smooth and swift shift. Two independent PID controllers were
employed to realize the shifting between each gear pair. In [30], the Pontryagin Minimum
Principle was applied to design an optimal shifting controller of a two-speed AT. This
controller kept the output speed and output torque of the driveline constant during the
gear shifting operation while minimizing the shifting time and the dissipation of energy
caused by the internal brakes. Fang et al. [31] used the optimal control method to produce
the target motor torque, clutch torque and brake torque, while trying to minimize vehicle
jerk and frictional work during the gear shift. Tian et al. [32] proposed a two-speed AT and
its dynamic control strategy in gear shifting. Through controlling the variation of motor
torque and brake torque during the torque phase and inertia phase in different ways, three
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control strategies were proposed to implement the power-on gear shift, leading to different
vehicle jerk and frictional work.

Zhu et al. [33] investigated the gear shifting control strategy of EVs equipped with a
two-speed DCT, in which both the simulation and experimental results were provided to
demonstrate the shift transient behavior. Walker et al. [34] developed a series of power-on
and power-off shifting control strategies for the two-speed DCT based EVs. Through
controlling the clutch torque and motor torque in the torque phase and inertia phase, the
power interruption and large impact could be reduced. A smooth gear shifting control
structure for DCTs was developed in [35]. The control structure is divided into two
levels, where the upper level governs the procedure to determine the most suitable torque
trajectories of the clutches and power source, and the lower level manages the strategy
for each actuator controller to track the given torque trajectories. Li et al. [36] designed an
optimal control strategy for gear shifting in DCTs to achieve a smooth shifting process.

The gear shift process of single-motor-based multi-speed transmissions generally
contains two phases that are the torque phase and inertia phase. To realize a smooth gear
shift, the motor torque and clutch/brake torque should be coordinately controlled in both
of the two phases, which is indeed a complicated control process and even unachievable
sometimes, e.g., the clutch torque cannot be in the same direction as its rotational direction.
With dual-motor powertrains it is easy to realize a smoother gear/mode shift without
relying on the precise control of clutch/brake torque since the motor torque can be easily
controlled. Liang et al. [37] investigated the gear shift control strategy of a dual-motor
powertrain with a three-speed parallel axle transmission, which uses the second motor
to complement the driving torque during the gear shift. However, the synchronizer is
simplified to a friction model, which artificially improves its shift performance. To reduce
jerk induced by the mode shift, Zhang et al. [38] presented a stage-by-phase multivariable
combination controller based on the control of the position, velocity, and force of the
actuators, to implement the mode shift of a dual-motor centralized and distributed coupling
drive system. The simulation and experiment results demonstrated that the vehicle jerk
can be reduced to lower than 10 m/s3 by using the combination controller. Wu et al. [39]
proposed a mode shift control strategy for the planetary gear-based dual-motor powertrain,
where the polynomials trajectory of the motor’s speed is formulated during the mode shift
and then the motor’s torque is controlled by the PI controllers to track the ideal speed
trajectory. The simulation results demonstrated that the vehicle jerk is extremely small,
but the mode shift control strategy only depends on the control of the motors without
considering the influence of the brakes, which leads to a deviation from the practical
case. Hu et al. [16] investigated the mode shift control strategy of a CDMP, in which the
maximum vehicle jerk could be reduced to 6 m/s3. Wu et al. [40] proposed a seamless
mode shift control strategy for a SPGDMP by decoupling the mode transition process to
torque transtiont process and speed transition process, which reduces the control difficulty.
The smooth step function is used to produce the transition trajectories of torque and speed,
and the vehicle jerk during the mode shift is controlled to be lower than 2 m/s3.

Most of the multi-speed transmission and dual-motor powertrains use the clutch or
brake to reduce the power interruption or impact in the gear shifting or mode shifting
process, but the hydraulic system of clutch and brake produces non-negligible energy
loss, which lowers the transmission efficiency. At the same time, a coordination control
strategy for the motors and clutches or brakes is required, which increases the control
difficulty. To improve both energy efficiency and driving comfort, this paper investigates
the dynamic control strategy to implement the seamless mode shift for DMPAT without
using any shifting mechanism but only controlling the torque of the two driving motors.
We propose a nested forward and backward dynamic control strategy, which tries to track
the ideal vehicle speed when uncertain parameters exist, and to avoid power interruption
or impact during the mode shift. In Section 2, the layout and dynamic model of DMPAT
will be provided, following with the energy management strategy presented in Section 3.
The dynamic control strategies of vehicle speed tracking and seamless mode shift will be
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proposed in Section 4. The simulation results of drivability and economy based on the
proposed dynamic control strategies are provided in Section 5. Some conclusions are given
in the last section.

2. Dynamic Modelling of the EV Powertrain
2.1. Layout of the Dual-Motor Powertrain

The layout of a powertrain with a DMPAT is shown in Figure 1 [17], where the main
components are two driving motors, EM1 and EM2, three reduction gear pairs, and the
differential gear. The EM1 outputs the driving torque through gear 1 (with gear ratio n1)
and final gear (with gear ratio n3) to the vehicle, while the EM2 outputs its driving torque
through gear 2 (with gear ratio n2) and the final gear to the vehicle. It is worth noting
that there is neither clutch nor synchronizer in the powertrain, so the two motors always
have a connection with the vehicle. The powertrain can provide three driving modes by
turning on or turning off the two motors. The three driving modes are named as Mode 1,
Mode 2, and Mode 1 & 2. In Mode 1, only the EM1 provides torque to drive the vehicle
while the EM2 does not output torque since it is off. On the contrary, EM1 is off while
EM2 is on for Mode 2. Mode 1 & 2 is the dual-motor combined driving mode, so both
EM1 and EM2 output torque to the vehicle simultaneously. When the vehicle-requested
torque is small or moderate, the powertrain works in Mode 1 or Mode 2, which makes the
powertrain have higher energy efficiency. When the required torque of the vehicle is quite
large, the powertrain works in Mode 1 & 2, which can output larger torque to satisfy the
dynamic performance.
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Motor characteristics are usually described by an efficiency map, but the efficiency
map has a blank region when the motor torque and speed are low. To solve this problem, the
efficiency map is transferred to a power loss map. The detailed method of computing the
power loss map from the efficiency map can be referred to in [17]. The power distribution
between EM1 and EM2 and the gear ratios of the transmission have an effect on both the
dynamic performance and energy efficiency of EVs. The parameters shown in [17], having
a good trade-off between dynamic performance and energy efficiency, will be used in this
paper. The power loss maps of EM1 and EM2 are shown as Figure 2, in which the red
curves denote the maximum output torque of motors changing with the rotational speed. It
is worth noting that when the motor is off, its power loss is almost zero. The peak power of
EM1 and EM2 are respectively 65 kW and 35 kW, and their power loss maps have similar
shapes but different magnitudes.
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2.2. Dynamic Model of the Powertrain
2.2.1. Motor Model

The motor model simulates the motor’s torque response and updates the motor’s
maximum output-torque limit according to the motor speed, as well as computes the
current power loss. The power loss of the motor is obtained by using a lookup table from
the power loss maps shown in Figure 2. The main task of this paper is to research the
dynamic control strategy of vehicle speed tracking and mode shift, so for convenience the
motor torque is modelled by a first-order delay transfer function [41], expressed as

Ti(s) = 1/(1 + τis), i = 1, 2 (1)

where τi denotes the time delay constant, which is considered to be 10 ms in this paper.

2.2.2. Transmission Model

To simplify the problem, a five degrees of freedom (DOF) model is used to build
the transmission model and then simulate the mode shifting process. Figure 3 shows the
transmission model, the 5 DOFs of which are the rotational displacement of the two motors
denoted by θ1 and θ2 the rotational displacement of the main reduction gear, final gear,
and wheel, denoted by θ3, θ4, and θ5 respectively. The inertia of the two motors is I1 and I2;
the inertia of the main reduction gear pair is noted by I3a, I3b, and I3c; the final reduction
gear pair inertia is denoted by I4a and I4b; and the vehicle equivalent inertia is noted by
I5. There are four elastic shafts connecting the five components, and the elastic shafts
are modelled by the torsional spring and damper with stiffness Ki and damping ratio Ci,
i = 1, 2, 3, and 4. The gear pairs are considered to be rigid body and the teeth backlash is
neglected. The corresponding parameters are shown in Table 1. There are three external
torques actuated on the system, where T1 and T2 are the motor output torques, while T5
denotes the equivalent vehicle load torque.

Table 1. Parameters of the powertrain and vehicle.

Stiffness (Nm/rad) Inertia (kgm2)

K1 K2 K3 K4 I1 I2 I3a I3b I3c I4a I4b I5

50,000 50,000 20,000 40,000 0.02 0.02 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.005 124.11
Damping ratio (Nms/rad) Gear ratio (-) Vehicle parameters

C1 C2 C3 C4 n1 n2 n3 mV (kg) AV (m2) Cd (-) Ct (-) RW (m)

1 1 1 2 1.2 2.8 3 1379 2.5826 0.25 0.015 0.3
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Based on Figure 3, the dynamic equation of the transmission system is given as follows

I
..
θ+ C

.
θ+ Kθ = T (2)

where

I =



I1 0 0 0 0
I2 0 0 0

n2
1 I3a+

n2
2 I3c + I3b

0 0

n2
3 I4a + I4b 0

symmetric I5

, C =



C1 0 −n1C1 0 0
C2 −n2C2 0 0

n2
1C1+

n2
2C2 + C3

−n3C3 0

n2
3C3 + C4 −C4

symmetric C4

,

K =



K1 0 −n1K1 0 0
K2 −n2K2 0 0

n2
1K1+

n2
2K2 + K3

−n3K3 0

n2
3K3 + K4 −K4

symmetric K4

, θ =


θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4
θ5

, T =


T1
T2
0
0
T5


(3)

Here I is the inertia matrix, C is the damping matrix, K denotes the stiffness matrix,
θ is the state vector, and T is the load vector. The equivalent vehicle load torque T5 is
determined by the vehicle model shown in the following content.

2.2.3. Vehicle Model

The load of the cruising vehicle is expressed by the following equation

T5 = FV RW , FV = mV g sin ϕ +
1
2

ρAVCdv2 + mV gCt cos ϕ (4)

where FV is the resistance induced by the incline of the road, aerodynamic drag, and tire
rolling resistance, mV is the mass of the vehicle, g denotes gravity acceleration, ϕ is the
incline angle of the road, ρ is the air density, AV is the frontal area of vehicle, Cd denotes
the drag coefficient, Ct denotes the tire rolling friction coefficient, RW is the tire radius, and
v is the vehicle speed. Due to the vehicle load being a resistant torque, the negative symbol
of T5 should be added when Equation (4) is submitted to Equation (2). The values of these
parameters are shown in Table 1.
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3. Energy Management Strategy of the Dynamic System

An EMS is used to produce the ideal driving torque of the two motors through
optimizing the energy efficiency of a dynamic system after the driving condition is given,
i.e., vehicle speed and acceleration are provided. To make the computational time of
optimization acceptable, the backward-facing dynamic model is usually employed to build
the constraints. In the optimization, the design variable is discretized to a dense grid and
the optimal node of the grid is considered as the optimal solution, which is almost the
global optimal solution.

3.1. Backward-Facing Dynamic Model of the Powertrain

To guarantee real-time control, a backward-facing dynamic model is employed to
develop the EMS, due to its lower computational cost. In the backward-facing dynamic
model, the shafts are considered to be rigid body, so there will be only 1 DOF. After the
elastic forces are neglected, the dynamic equation of system is given as follows(

n2
1n2

3(I1 + I3a) + n2
2n2

3(I2 + I3c) + n2
3(I3b + I4a) + I4b + I5

) .
v

RW
= n1n3T1 + n2n3T2 − T5 (5)

The rotational speed of the two motors is proportional to the vehicle speed, so the
speed constraint of the system is expressed by

ω1 = n1n3
v

RW
, ω2 = n2n3

v
RW

(6)

where ω1 and ω2 are the rotational speed of EM1 and EM2.
Once the vehicle speed is given, both the rotational speed of EM1 and EM2 can be

determined by Equation (6). However, for the torque, Equation (5) contains only one
constraint but two variables, i.e., T1 and T2. There will be uncountable combinations of
T1 and T2 to satisfy the Equation (5), so the EMS should be used to select the optimal
combination of motor torques.

3.2. Optimization Model of the EMS

The robust EMS proposed in [42] will be used to optimize the torque distribution of
the two motors. The optimization model is expressed as the following equation

min
T1

P̃M(T1, T2, ω1, ω2) = k−sign(PM)PM(T1, T2, ω1, ω2)

s. t. Equations (5) and (6)
PM(T1, T2, ω1, ω2) = T1ω1 + P_loss1(T1, ω1) + T2ω2 + P_loss2(T2, ω2)

k(∆T1) =

{
1, ∆T1 ≤ 100∆t
0.95, ∆T1 > 100∆t

, ∆T1 = |T1(t)− T1(t− ∆t)|

−ωmax1 ≤ ω1 ≤ ωmax1;−Tmax1(ω1) ≤ T1 ≤ Tmax1(ω1)
−ωmax2 ≤ ω2 ≤ ωmax2;−Tmax2(ω2) ≤ T2 ≤ Tmax2(ω2)

(7)

where PM is the consumed power of the two driving motors, the P_loss1 and P_loss2 are the
lost power of the two motors obtained from the power loss maps shown in Figure 2, k is a
penalty factor to avoid frequent mode shifting operation, ∆T1 denotes the torque variation
of EM1 between the last call of the EMS and the current call of the EMS, and ∆t is the calling
period of the EMS. To guarantee the real-time control of the EMS, the calling period of the
EMS cannot be too short, while to improve the energy efficiency performance it may not be
too long. As a result, ∆t can be set as different values based on the computational capability
of the practical control unit. The optimization model uses the torque of EM1 as the design
variable because the torque of EM2 can then be determined by Equation (5) and the speed
of the two motors can be determined by Equation (6). Given the driving cycle, the optimal
torque distribution between the two motors can be obtained by solving Equation (7). When
T2 = 0 and T1 6= 0, the driving mode is Mode 1, and on the contrary, the driving mode is
Mode 2. When both T1 and T2 are nonzero, the driving mode is Mode 1 & 2.
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Using the previous optimization model to simulate the NEDC driving cycle, the torque
distribution between the two driving motors and the driving modes are shown as Figure 4,
in which the value of Mode 1, 2, and 3 denotes the Mode 1, Mode 2, and Mode 1 & 2,
respectively. It can be found that most of the time the vehicle is driven in Mode 2, in which
T1 is 0 and the EV is driven by T2. Only in the end of the driving cycle is the vehicle driven
in Mode 1 and Mode 1 & 2, so T1 becomes nonzero in these periods. There are two periods
driven by Mode 1 that are around 1100 s and 1120 s, and Mode 1 & 2 happens in three
periods that are between 1090 s and 1100 s, around 1122 s, and around 1125 s. When the
EM2 can provide the power needed by the vehicle, the EMS only makes EM2 work, because
the electrical power loss of EM1 can be avoided compared to the combined driving mode.
Generally, the single-motor driving mode has less power loss than the combined driving
mode because they have the same mechanical power loss, but the latter has an additional
electrical power loss induced by the other motor. When the power demand increases, the
EMS makes EM1 work harder, or both EM1 and EM2 work simultaneously, which can meet
dynamic requirements. When the driving mode is changed, the torque of EM1 and EM2 is
required to be well-controlled to avoid power interruptions and large impacts, which will
be investigated in the following section.
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4. Dynamic Control Strategies of the DMPAT

A good dynamic control strategy should track the ideal vehicle speed and ideal torque
provided by the EMS. At the same time, it is expected to reduce the power interruption or
impact during mode shift. Three dynamic control strategies are proposed in this section
to control the driving torque of EM1 and EM2. The first one is to use the torque signal
provided by the EMS to control the two motors directly. Since the EMS is based on the
backward-facing dynamic model, it is named as a backward dynamic control strategy
(BDCS). The second one employs a PI controller to control one motor to track the vehicle
speed and the other motor is directly controlled by the torque signal provided by the EMS.
The PI controller is used in the forward-facing dynamic model, so this control strategy is
termed as a combined forward and backward dynamic control strategy (CFBDCS). The
third control strategy uses a nested control configuration, where the first level is a PI
controller to control the total torque actuated on the vehicle and the second level is the EMS
distributing the torque between the two motors, so it is termed as a nested forward and
backward dynamic control strategy (NFBDCS).

4.1. Backward Dynamic Control Strategy

The schematic of BDCS is shown in Figure 5, which contains the driving cycle model,
EMS, two motor models, transmission and vehicle model shown in Section 2.2, and two
mean operation models.
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Figure 5. Control scheme of BDCS.

The ideal vehicle speed ṽ and acceleration ã are produced by the given driving cycle
in the simulation. For practical driving, the ideal vehicle speed and acceleration can be
obtained by the driver’s pedal signal. The EMS shown in Section 3 is based on the backward
model, so it only computes the motor torque after the ideal vehicle speed and acceleration
are provided. EMS is based on the backward-facing dynamic model, so the torque obtained
from the EMS is named as backward torque in this paper. The EMS is called once per period
of ∆t to implement the real-time control. As a result, the EMS outputs the step changing
backward torque of EM1 and EM2 with step length ∆t, noted by T1,0(ti) and T2,0(ti). To
avoid the step change of backward torque, the mean operation X over a running window
with the time width of ∆t is added after the backward torque signal, which makes the
backward torque continuous, noted by T1 and T2, i.e.,

T1 =
1

∆t

∫ ti

ti−∆t
T1,0(t)dt, T2 =

1
∆t

∫ ti

ti−∆t
T2,0(t)dt (8)

The motors models transfer the continuous backward torque control signal to the
practical torque, which is then input to the transmission and vehicle model. The schematic
of mode shifting (from Mode 1 to Mode 2) based on the BDCS is shown in Figure 6, where
T3 denotes the torque acting on the 3rd shaft, defined in Equation (11). The structure of the
BDCS is quite simple, but it does not contain any feedback on speed. This lowers the vehicle
speed tracking performance when uncertain parameters exist in the dynamic model.
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4.2. Combined Forward and Backward Dynamic Control Strategy

The BDCS is quite simple, but it is easily disturbed by uncertain parameters. To
overcome this weakness, a PI controller is added in the control system which adjusts the
motor torque based on the difference between the ideal vehicle speed and the actual speed.
Since there are two motors in the powertrain, one motor will be used to track the ideal
vehicle speed, while the other motor will provide the backward torque determined by the
EMS. In Mode 1, the backward torque of EM2 is fixed to zero, so EM1 will be used to track
the ideal vehicle speed. On the contrary, the backward torque of EM1 equals zero in Mode
2, so EM2 will be used to track the ideal vehicle speed. In Mode 1 & 2, the backward torque
of both EM1 and EM2 is nonzero, so either EM1 or EM2 can be used to track the ideal
vehicle speed, while the other motor is used to provide the backward torque. In this paper,
EM1 is used to track the ideal vehicle speed in Mode 1 & 2, and EM2 is used to track the
backward torque, so it has the same control strategy as Mode 1. As a result, the dynamic
control strategy only considers the shift from Mode 1 to Mode 2.

The control scheme of CFBDCS is shown in Figure 7, which adds a PI controller,
two switches and two gains, compared to the control scheme of the BDCS. T̂ represents
tracking torque, which is computed by the following equation based on the definition of
the PI controller

T̂ = Pe + I
∫ t

0
edt, e = ṽ− v (9)
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After tuning the parameters, the PI controller parameters are set as P = 210 and I = 1.68
in this paper. The two gains are set as the reciprocal of gear ratio n1 and n2, which makes
the two motors have the same tracking torque actuated on the vehicle.

Based on the value of the mode output by the EMS, the two switches can select the
control signal of the two motors between the backward torque and tracking torque. When
the Mode = 2, EM1 outputs the backward torque and EM2 outputs the tracking torque;
when the Mode = 1, EM1 outputs the tracking torque and EM2 outputs the backward torque.
The mathematical model of the two switches is expressed by the following equation.

T̃1 =

{
T̂1 = T̂/n1, Mode = 1
T1, Mode 6= 1

, T̃2 =

{
T2, Mode =1
T̂2 = T̂/n2, Mode 6= 1

(10)

The CFBDCS can track the vehicle speed quickly and also accurately follows the
backward torque determined by the EMS. However, a large impact may occur in the mode
shifting process. When the driving mode is being changed, the two switches in Figure 7 are
actuated. Considering the case of Mode 1 changing to Mode 2, the schematic of the torque
variation during the shifting process is shown in Figure 8.
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Before the time t0, the EV is driven in Mode 1, and it is then driven in Mode 2 after the
time t0. As expressed in the last subsection, there is a step change for the discrete backward
torque T1,0(ti) and T2,0(ti), which are transformed to the continuous backward torque T1
and T2. The tracking torque T̂1 and T̂2 are produced by the PI controllers, so they are
continuous and have a fixed proportional relation. The T3 denotes the torque actuated on
the 3rd shaft, expressed by

T3 = n1T̃1 + n2T̃2 (11)

Here the inertia torque of components and the elasticity of the shafts are neglected.
In Mode 1, the output torque of the EM1 is the tracking torque T̂1 based on Equation (10),
while EM2 outputs the continuous backward torque which equals zero. In Mode 2, the
EM1 outputs the continuous backward torque T1 while EM2 outputs the tracking torque T̂2.
If the switching operation is finished instantaneously, we can obtain T3 shown in Figure 8
by substituting Equation (10) with Equation (11). It can be found that there is a large step
change for T3, which may bring a large impact to the vehicle.
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4.3. Nested Forward and Backward Dynamic Control Strategy

In the NFBDCS, the total driving torque actuated on the vehicle is controlled by the PI
controller, which can avoid the torque step change of T3, so as to avoid a large impact in the
mode shifting process. After the total torque T̂ is produced by the PI controller, the EMS is
used to distribute the torque between the two motors. The control scheme of NFBDCS is
shown in Figure 9.
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The tracking torque is expressed by

T̂1 =
T̂ − n2T2

n1
, T̂2 =

T̂ − n1T1

n2
(12)

Substituting Equation (12) into Equations (10) and (11), the torque actuated on the 3rd
shaft is expressed by

T3 =

{
n1T̂1 + n2T̃2 = T̂ − n2T2 + n2T2 = T̂, Mode =1
n1T̃1 + n2T̂2 = n1T1 + T̂ − n1T1 = T̂, Mode 6= 1

(13)

From this equation it can be found that no matter what the driving mode is, T3 is
always equal to the torque T̂ produced by the PI controller, which cancels the large impact
in the mode shifting process.

Figure 10 shows the schematic of the torque variation during the mode shift. It can be
found that no torque step change happened for T3, which is quite smooth, so the shifting
process is seamless. From Figure 10, although T3 does not contain a step change, the T̃1
and T̃2 still contain a step change. This step change does not produce an impact on the
vehicle, but it has an effect on the two motors, so it also should be avoided. To cancel the
step change, a transition process is added between two modes. Still considering the case of
mode shifting from Mode 1 to Mode 2, the duration of the transition process is set as the
calling period of EMS ∆t. In this period, the torque of EM1 changes from T̂1(t0) to T1,0(t+0 )
linearly, while the torque of EM2 is used to compensate for the changes in EM1′s torque,
expressed by

T̃1(t) = T̂1(t0) +
(t− t0)

∆t
(
T1,0(t+0 )− T̂1(t0)

)
, T̃2 =

T̂ − n1T̃1

n2
, t0 ≤ t ≤ t0 + ∆t (14)

Using Equation (14) to implement the transition process, the torque variation in the
mode shift is shown in Figure 11. Similarly, when Mode 2 is changed to Mode 1, the torque
in the transition process can be expressed by

T̃2(t) = T̂2(t0) +
(t− t0)

∆t
(
T2,0(t+0 )− T̂2(t0)

)
, T̃1 =

T̂ − n2T̃2

n1
, t0 ≤ t ≤ t0 + ∆t (15)
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The control scheme of Mode 1 & 2 is absolutely equivalent to that of Mode 1, so there
is no need for mode shifting control between the Mode 1 & 2 and Mode 1, and the mode
shifting process between Mode 1 & 2 and Mode 2 is the same as the mode shifting process
between Mode 1 and Mode 2.

5. Simulation Results
5.1. Dynamic Performance

This subsection compares the dynamic performance of the DMPAT under the three
dynamic control strategies proposed in Section 4. A driving cycle shown in Figure 12 is de-
signed to make the DMPAT experience all the three driving modes, so as to demonstrate the
performance of three dynamic control strategies under different mode shifting conditions.
Vehicle jerk is the main evaluation index of the dynamic performance.
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Figure 12. Designed vehicle speed profile.

To investigate the influence of the calling period of the EMS on the dynamic perfor-
mance, two values ∆t = 1 s and 0.1 s are considered. When ∆t = 1 s, the corresponding
driving modes changing with time is shown in Figure 13, in which all three driving modes
occur in this driving cycle.
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Figure 13. Vehicle driving mode with ∆t = 1 s.

The torque of the two motors changing with time under the given driving cycle is
shown in Figure 14. When the driving mode is changed, the torque of the two motors
changes alternately, i.e., T1 (or T2) changes to zero from the current value while T2 (or T1)
changes to the target value from zero. As a result, there is a large variation in the motor
torque has for all the three dynamic control strategies. However, the motor torque under
the BDCS and NFBDCS changes continuously, while the CFBDCS produces a step change
of motor torque for most of the mode shifts. To show the detailed torque variation during
the mode shifts, the amplified plots during some mode shifts are drawn in Figures 15–18.
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Figure 15. Torque profile from Mode 2 to Mode 1.
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At the time of 105 s, the driving mode is changed from Mode 2 to Mode 1, shown
in Figure 15. In this shifting process, T2 changes from the initial values to zero, while T1
changes from zero to the target torque. For the BDCS, the variation of both T1 and T2
follows the linear trajectories produced by the EMS. The torque variation tendency of the
NFBDCS is similar to the BDCS, but the initial value of T2 is different, and the trajectory of
T1 is controlled by the PI controller, which guarantees the total driving torque is smooth.
For the CFBDCS, both T1 and T2 have a step change at the beginning of the mode shifting
process (also see Figure 8), and then T2 follows the same trajectory of the BDCS but T1 is
controlled by the PI controller. The step change of T1 and T2 produces a large jerk in the
vehicle, shown in Figure 20.

At the time of 108 s, the driving mode is changed from Mode 1 to Mode 2, shown
as Figure 16. The variation of T1 and T2 is in contrast to the case of Mode 2 changing to
Mode 1, i.e., T2 changes from zero to the target values while T1 changes from the negative
initial values to zero. For the BDCS, T1 linearly increases from its initial value to zero in the
period of 108 s and 109 s, while T2 linearly changes from zero to its target value. For the
NFBDCS, T1 also linearly changes from its initial value to zero, while T2 is controlled by
the PI controller to compensate the variation of T1. For the CFBDCS, there is a step change
for T1 and T2 at the time of 108 s, which is induced by the switches in Figure 7. After 108 s,
T1 changes linearly while T2 is directly controlled by the PI controller.

At time of 113 s, Mode 2 changes to Mode 1 & 2, shown in Figure 17. The mode
shifting process from Mode 2 to Mode 1 & 2 is almost equivalent to the Mode 2 changing
to Mode 1. The only difference is that the target value of T2 is zero for Mode 1 while it is
nonzero for Mode 1 & 2. Similarly, the process of Mode 1 & 2 changing to Mode 2 shown
in Figure 18 is equivalent to that of Mode 1 changing to Mode 2, and the only difference
is that the initial value of T2 is nonzero for Mode 1 & 2 but it is zero for Mode 1. Both
the BDCS and NFBDCS change T1 and T2 continuously, but the CFBDCS produces a step
torque change, which produces a large vehicle jerk.

Figure 19 plots T3 changing in the driving cycle, which demonstrates the total torque
actuated on the vehicle. The BDCS and NFBDCS give a very smooth total driving torque to
the vehicle, but the CFBDCS produces a large torque fluctuation at each time of mode shift,
which is consistent with Figure 14.
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Figure 19. Total driving torque in the driving cycle.

The vehicle jerk under different dynamic control strategies is shown in Figure 20.
Neglecting the large vehicle jerk in the initial dynamics balance stage, the CFBDCS still
produces a very large vehicle jerk in most cases of mode shift, because its total driving
torque has a step change when the driving mode changes. Both the BDCS and NFBDCS
produce much less vehicle jerk since their total driving torque changes continuously. It is
worth noting that there are many high-frequency fluctuations for the jerk of the BDCS but
the jerk of the NFBDCS is quite smooth. This phenomenon is induced by the unsmooth
change of driving torque of the BDCS (see Figure 6), since its torque is controlled by the EMS.
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On the contrary, the total driving torque of the NFBDCS is controlled by the PI controller,
which makes the torque change smoothly, so as to produce much less vehicle jerk.
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The dynamic performance of the three control strategies is also demonstrated by the
vehicle acceleration, shown in Figure 21. The CFBDCS produces the large fluctuation of
vehicle acceleration when the driving mode changes, but both the BDCS and NFBDCS have
quite smooth vehicle acceleration during the mode shift. However, from the amplified plot
it can be found that the BDCS still makes many vibrations, although the magnitude is quite
small compared with the CFBDCS. The NFBDCS gives very smooth vehicle acceleration in
the whole driving cycle, which makes the mode shift seamless.
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Figure 21. Vehicle acceleration with ∆t = 1 s.

The large vehicle jerk may be induced by the long calling period of the EMS, so a
shorter calling period of EMS is considered in the following context, i.e., ∆t = 0.1 s. The
driving mode is shown in Figure 22, which has some difference to Figure 13. The vehicle
jerk shown in Figure 23 indicates that the CFBDCS still produces the largest vehicle jerk
during the mode shifting process, but it is a bit smaller than in the case of ∆t = 1 s. The
vehicle jerk of the BDCS becomes smoother than that of ∆t = 1 s, so the shorter calling
period of the EMS produces better performance for the BDCS. The NFBDCS is still the
smoothest control method, which indicates that the NFBDCS is not influenced by the calling
period of the EMS. It is worth noting that the calling period of the EMS cannot be extremely
short, otherwise the EMS may not satisfy the requirements for real-time control.
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Figure 23. (a) Jerk of vehicle with ∆t = 0.1 s, (b) Jerk of vehicle with ∆t = 0.1 s (amplified).

The driving torque of the BDCS is absolutely based on the backward-facing dynamic
model, so the accuracy of the parameters in the model determines its vehicle speed tracking
performance. When all the parameters in the dynamic model are accurate, the BDCS can
track the ideal vehicle speed. However, there are many unavoidable uncertain parameters
in the system, e.g., the vehicle mass changes with the number of passengers. Considering
the actual vehicle mass is larger than its normal value with 10% amplitude, the vehicle’s
actual speed under the three control strategies is shown in Figure 24. It can be found that
the BDCS cannot track the ideal vehicle speed, while the CFBDCS and NFBDCS have good
tracking accuracy, because the CFBDCS and NFBDCS contain the PI controller which can
adjust the driving torque based on the deviation of the vehicle’s actual speed and ideal
speed. The vehicle speed tracking performance is quite important to develop automatic
driving techniques. Of course, in human driving conditions the driver can adaptively adjust
the accelerator pedal and brake pedal to track the expected vehicle speed. For example,
when the vehicle is fully loaded, the experienced driver will press the pedals deeper than
in empty-load conditions to make the vehicle achieve the same response speed. In this
case, the PI controller is realized by the driver. If the PI controller has been included in the
dynamic strategy, the driver would not need to adjust the pedals just because of a variation
in the vehicle load.

5.2. Energy Efficiency Analysis

Theoretically, the BDCS will produce the highest energy efficiency because it absolutely
follows the backward torque provided by the EMS. When the NFBDCS is used, the actual
driving torque is a little different to the backward torque produced by the EMS, so its
energy efficiency may be lower. This subsection will compare the energy efficiency of the
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BDCS and NFBDCS based on the NEDC and HWFET driving cycles. The CFBDCS almost
has the same efficiency as the NFBDCS, so it will not be compared here.
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Figure 24. Vehicle speed tracking performance under uncertain conditions.

The energy efficiency for the two dynamic control strategies under the NEDC and
HWFET driving cycles are shown in Figure 25. The results of both the NEDC and HWFET
driving cycles demonstrate that there is almost no difference between the BDCS and
NFBDCS in energy efficiency, so the energy efficiency is determined by the EMS rather
than the dynamic control strategy.
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6. Conclusions

This paper investigates the dynamic control strategies of a DMPAT for EVs. An
optimized EMS is presented to select the driving mode and compute the driving torque
for each motor by using the backward-facing dynamic model, and the detailed 5 DOF
dynamic model of the powertrain is built to simulate the powertrain dynamic behavior
more accurately. Three dynamic control strategies, i.e., BDCS, CFBDCS, and NFBDCS, are
proposed to track the vehicle speed and realize the mode shift. The BDCS may produce
large vehicle jerk when the calling period of EMS is relatively large, and it cannot track
the vehicle speed when uncertain parameters exist in the system. The CFBDCS can track
the vehicle speed accurately, but it produces large vehicle jerk during mode shift. The
NFBDCS can track the vehicle speed accurately and produce a very small and smooth
vehicle jerk during mode shift, and it is not affected by the calling period of EMS. Therefore,
the NFBDCS is recommended to realize the seamless mode shift for a DMPAT.

The DMPAT does not contain any shifting actuator, e.g., clutch, brake, or synchronizer,
so we only need to control the two driving motors to realize the mode shift, which has a
lower control difficulty than other powertrains. It is worth noting that the motors always
connect to the driving wheel in the DMPAT, so the average working efficiency of its motors
is lower than that of powertrains equipped with shifting actuators. However, the DMPAT
saves the parasitic energy loss induced by the shifting actuators, so a comprehensive energy
efficiency analysis for the whole driving system should be further investigated.
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Nomenclature
Av frontal area of vehicle Cd drag coefficient
Ci damping ratio of the ith shaft Ct rolling friction coefficient
FV vehicle resistance g gravity acceleration
I1, I2 inertia of EM1 and EM2 I3a, I3b, I3c inertia of gear, see Figure 3
I4a, I4b inertia of final gear pair I5 equivalent inertia of vehicle
k penalty factor in EMS Ki stiffness of the ith shaft
ni gear ratio mV vehicle mass
P_loss power loss of motor PM power consumption of motors
RW wheel radius Tmax maximum torque of motor
T1, T2 torque of EM1 and EM2 T3 torque actuated on the 3rd shaft
T5 load torque of vehicle T1,0(i), T2,0(i) discrete backward torque
T1, T2 continuous backward torque T̂1, T̂2 tracking torque
T̃1, T̃2 ideal control torque v actual vehicle speed
ṽ ideal vehicle speed ω rotational speed
ωmax maximum speed of motor ϕ road inclination angle
θ rotational displacement ρ air density
τ time delay of motor torque ∆t sampling period of EMS
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